BYB Lightweight Champion Patricia Juarez Successful in Her First Title Defense; Desmond
Green improves his bare knuckle record to 2-0 in co-main event UD; BKB's Barrie Jones with
impressive 1st Round knockout in his US debut
MIAMI, FL, December 17, 2021 – BYB Extreme Bare Knuckle Fighting Series and the patented
mighty Trigon returned to South Florida Friday evening for BYB 8: ‘Tis the Season to Brawl.
Former MMA fighter Sarah Click hung strong in her bare knuckle debut, but women's
lightweight champion Paty Juarez proved too much and the ref stopped the fight in the 3rd.
In the co-main event, Desmond Green vs. Carlos Alexandre went the distance in a back and
forth battle with Green securing the unanimous decision after 5.
In the first match of BYB’s cross promotion with the UK’s BKB, “The Welsh Wrecking Machine”
Barrie Jones scored a first round knockout over Luiz Melo. In January, a pair of BYB fighters will
represent the US in England, as the organizations look to together grow the sport on both sides
of the Atlantic. Jones scored the KO of the night. In addition to the BYB cash bonus, BYB 8
sponsor MMACoin added an additional 1 Million MMACoin bonus.
The opening bout was named Fight of the Night, an early blood bath between Mattia Fonda and
Alan Arzeno, which saw Fonda earn the W with a second round stoppage.
Full results are as follows:
• Patricia Juarez def. Sarah Click in defense of her BYB lightweight championship with a
4th round TKO
• Desmond Green scored a Unanimous Decision over Carlos Alexandre in the first and
only fight of the night to go the distance.
• Seth Schaffer with a 3rd round KO over Alberto Martinez Jr.
• BKB’s Barrie Jones knocked out Luiz Melo 15 seconds into the match.
• Teagan Franco def. Jeremy Smith with a doctor’s stoppage TKO in the 2nd
• Carlos Guerra made easy work of Jeff Chiffens with a 1st round TKO.
• Jordan Mitchell who in his debut KO’ed his opponent in 22 seconds, follows that up with
a 1st round 56-second TKO against fellow heavyweight Stephen Townsel.
• Mattia Fonda def. Alan Arzeno in the opener with a 2nd round TKO at 2:59.
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